AYSP 2020-2021
High School Percussion Audition

Video Submission Deadline:
Saturday, May 9, 2020
- please perform on a snare drum, a practice pad, or another hard surface that will allow the stick to bounce naturally.

Video Audition Requirements:
- video should not exceed 6min -
1. Play a “closed” roll (buzzed) - soft to loud to soft
2. Play an “open” roll (diddles) - slow to fast to slow
3. Excerpts (optional for YCO)
4. Solo piece of the student’s choice on:
   - Snare drum, practice pad, or another hard surface

Excerpts required only for placement into YS and YO.
Excerpts not required for placement into YCO.

EXCERPT 1: SNARE DRUM
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade – IV. Festival at Baghdad
Quarter = 88, Time Signature = 2/8